ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

16
Scientists often use configuration files (cfg files) to set the parameters and initial conditions for their We developed a package to give an answer to this problem integrating unit of measure and hence 22 dimensionality into parameters. This approach ensures that programs using this package will always get 23 numbers in the requested range and in the correct unit of measure independently of the units used in the 24 configuration file.
25
CODE DESIGN
26
Scientific work implies the writing of many lines of code and researchers try to capitalize their production 27 creating reusable code that is driven by cfg files. These are essentially text files in which keys are 28 associated to values and these can be numeric or symbolic. Usually comments can be added to explain 29 the meaning of the keywords and other useful information for the end users.
30
The standard packages that allow Python programmers to take benefit of cfg files are ConfigParser 31 (Langa, 2017) and ConfigObj (Foord and Larosa, 2017) .
32
The main difference between them is that ConfigObj has the capability to validate a cfg file against 33 a specification file called configspec. The configspec defines the allowed data types and ranges for the 34 keywords and can set default values. Thus the cfg file just needs to specify values that differ from defaults.
35
However when programs use various physical quantities the user must take care of converting them to 36 the numbers assigned in the cfg file that will be validated against the configspec specifications.
37
We found this process time consuming and error prone because it needs frequent review of correctly 38 developed and tested functions to search for not existing bugs. Our solution was the integration of physical 39 quantities into configuration files.
40
Many Python libraries exists that manage physical units manipulation but we found that Pint (Grecco, 41 2017) is the most easy to read and has a clean syntax to specify units. Pint integrates unit parsing: prefixed 
QValidator
53
Validation is a transparent layer to access data stored as strings. The validation checks if the data is correct 54 and converts it to the expected type. 
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
68
While comparing long cfg files we noticed that spotting differences between them was quite difficult.
69
Standard tools are available (Wikipedia, 2017a) to compare files but these highlight also difference in 70 indentation and in comment lines hence we found them rather unusable. The CfgGui class included in the 71 package defines a simple GUI to explore, edit and compare already defined configuration files.
72
We chose a tree diagram representation for the GUI as configuration files are organized in sections Qt framework and this feature can be important when deciding how to distribute the software. QCOBJ 88 includes a compatibility module to leave the user free to choose the preferred library at runtime.
89
USAGE
90
Since configuration files use physical quantities it is mandatory to create first a configspec file that defines 91 the keywords and the valid data types allowed for each of them. The keywords can be organized into 92 sections and subsections in a hierarchical form.
93
Cfg files can be written with any text editor but we provided a utility function makeSpec that helps 94 building configspec sections with the correct syntax and indentation through a short Python script. The quantity in line 7 defines the unit of mesure for the keyword UG and hence its physical dimensions.
157
The accepted quantities as well as their alias are defined in the Pint unit definitions file but the user can 158 easily edit this text file to add any other unit needed.
159
Lower and upper limits for each quantity can be specified like in line 6 leaving to the QValidator class 160 the duty to check that the value defined in the actual configuration file is in the defined range.
161
The special section many defines sub-sections to be validated using the same keywords and 162 specification.
163
The creation of this configspec can be speeded using a template file instead of writing it from scratch.
164
Such a file can be generated form its configspec assigning to all keywords their default values with the The just created my configuration file.cfg can later be tailored by the user with less effort.
172
The physical quantities designated in configspec can now be assigned in any unit of measurement files that drove models with hundreds of parameters.
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